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Automated deep-learning system for Gleason grading of
prostate cancer using biopsies: a diagnostic study
Wouter Bulten, Hans Pinckaers, Hester van Boven, Robert Vink, Thomas de Bel, Bram van Ginneken, Jeroen van der Laak,
Christina Hulsbergen-van de Kaa, Geert Litjens

Summary

Background The Gleason score is the strongest correlating predictor of recurrence for prostate cancer, but has
substantial inter-observer variability, limiting its usefulness for individual patients. Specialised urological pathologists
have greater concordance; however, such expertise is not widely available. Prostate cancer diagnostics could thus
benefit from robust, reproducible Gleason grading. We aimed to investigate the potential of deep learning to perform
automated Gleason grading of prostate biopsies.
Methods In this retrospective study, we developed a deep-learning system to grade prostate biopsies following the
Gleason grading standard. The system was developed using randomly selected biopsies, sampled by the biopsy Gleason
score, from patients at the Radboud University Medical Center (pathology report dated between Jan 1, 2012, and
Dec 31, 2017). A semi-automatic labelling technique was used to circumvent the need for manual annotations by
pathologists, using pathologists’ reports as the reference standard during training. The system was developed to delineate
individual glands, assign Gleason growth patterns, and determine the biopsy-level grade. For validation of the method, a
consensus reference standard was set by three expert urological pathologists on an independent test set of 550 biopsies.
Of these 550, 100 were used in an observer experiment, in which the system, 13 pathologists, and two pathologists in
training were compared with respect to the reference standard. The system was also compared to an external test dataset
of 886 cores, which contained 245 cores from a different centre that were independently graded by two pathologists.
Findings We collected 5759 biopsies from 1243 patients. The developed system achieved a high agreement with the
reference standard (quadratic Cohen’s kappa 0·918, 95% CI 0·891–0·941) and scored highly at clinical decision
thresholds: benign versus malignant (area under the curve 0∙990, 95% CI 0∙982–0∙996), grade group of 2 or more
(0·978, 0∙966–0∙988), and grade group of 3 or more (0·974, 0∙962–0∙984). In an observer experiment, the deeplearning system scored higher (kappa 0·854) than the panel (median kappa 0·819), outperforming 10 of 15 pathologist
observers. On the external test dataset, the system obtained a high agreement with the reference standard set
independently by two pathologists (quadratic Cohen’s kappa 0∙723 and 0∙707) and within inter-observer variability
(kappa 0∙71).
Interpretation Our automated deep-learning system achieved a performance similar to pathologists for Gleason
grading and could potentially contribute to prostate cancer diagnosis. The system could potentially assist pathologists
by screening biopsies, providing second opinions on grade group, and presenting quantitative measurements of
volume percentages.
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Introduction
With 1·2 million new prostate cancer cases each year
worldwide,1 a high incidence-to-mortality ratio, and risk
of over
diagnosis and overtreatment,2 an accurate
assessment of patient prognosis is needed. The Gleason
score,3 assigned by a pathologist after microscopic
examination of cancer morphology, is the most powerful
prognostic marker for patients with prostate cancer.
However, substantial inter-observer and intra-observer
variability in grading4,5 reduces its usefulness for
individual patients. Specialised urological pathologists
have greater concordance,6 but such expertise is not
widely available. Prostate cancer diagnostics could thus
benefit from robust, reproducible Gleason grading.

Treatment planning for prostate cancer is based mainly
on the biopsy Gleason score. After the biopsy procedure,
tissue specimens are formalin-fixed and paraffinembedded, cut into thin sections, stained with
haematoxylin and eosin, and examined under a micro
scope by a pathologist. The Gleason system stratifies the
architectural patterns of prostate cancer into five types,
from 1 (low risk) to 5 (high risk). The Gleason score in
biopsies is the sum of the most common pattern and the
highest secondary pattern (eg, 3 + 5). Growth patterns 1
and 2 are not or rarely reported for biopsies.7
In the latest revision of the Gleason grading system,
five prognostically distinct grade groups were introduced;8
assigning scores 3 + 3 and lower to group 1, 3 + 4 to group 2,
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Research in context
Evidence before this study
We searched the online databases Medline and arXiv for the
query “(gleason AND prostate) AND (deep learning OR
convolutional neural network OR machine learning OR image
analysis) NOT (MRI OR CT)”. We did not use a date restriction,
but we limited the search to English. On June 30, 2019, this
search generated in 278 results, of which 14 were on image
analysis or machine-learning-based Gleason grading using
haematoxylin and eosin histopathology. Most of these studies
were done on preselected, smaller subimages or tissue
microarrays, with only four covering applications on full whole
slide images. Of those, only one focused on a small set of
96 prostate biopsies but did not include comparisons to
multiple pathologists. One study did include a large dataset
and comparison to multiple pathologists but was done on
radical prostatectomy specimens and did not include a
consensus reference standard.
Added value of this study
We showed that a fully automated deep-learning system can
reliably grade prostate cancer in a large cohort of patients.

4 + 3 to group 3, 3 + 5, 5 + 3, and 4 + 4 to group 4, and higher
scores to group 5. Although clinically relevant, initial
research shows that this transition has not reduced the
observer variability of the grading system.9,10
Artificial intelligence, particularly deep learning, has
the potential to increase the quality of Gleason grading by
improving consistency and offering expert-level grading
independent of location. Deep learning has already been
investigated and shown promising use in diagnostics
in several medical fields,11 with examples in radiology,12
ophthalmology,13 dermatology,14 and pathology.15 For
prostate cancer, previous studies have applied featureengineering approaches to address Gleason grading.16–18
Eventually, the field transitioned to applications of deep
learning for detecting cancer,19,20 and later Gleason
grading of tissue microarrays,21 prostatectomies,19 and
biopsies.22 Studies of biopsies have focused solely on
Gleason 3 versus Gleason 4 in small datasets.
We aimed to produce a fully automated cancer detection
and Gleason grading system for entire prostate biopsies,
trained without the need for manual pixel-level anno
tations, focusing on the full range of Gleason grades, and
evaluated on a large cohort of patients with an expert
consensus reference standard, a separate observer study,
and an external tissue microarray test dataset.

Methods

Study design and participants
For method development and validation, we retro
spectively built several distinct datasets: the internal
training, tuning, test, and observer datasets and the
external training and test datasets.
2

Furthermore, we proposed a new technique to train such a
system without needing detailed manual annotations by
pathologists, the key limiting factor within computational
pathology.
Validation of our method was done using a representative
dataset, and the system was compared with an expert reference
standard set by three pathologists with a subspeciality in
uropathology and more than 20 years of experience. In a
separate observer experiment, we showed that the deeplearning system reaches pathologist-level performance and is
able to group patients in relevant risk categories.
Implications of all the available evidence
This automated deep-learning system could improve prostate
cancer diagnostics, especially in areas where expertise is not
readily available or where a higher efficiency is desired. The
developed system can be used as a first reader (eg, as a
prescreening tool) or as a second reader to support pathologists
in their diagnosis. The results add evidence of the merits of
automated grading systems and could increase the acceptance
of such systems within clinical practice.

From digital patient records of the Radboud University
Medical Center, all pathologist reports dated between
Jan 1, 2012, and Dec 31, 2017, for patients who underwent
a prostate biopsy owing to a suspicion of prostate cancer
were retrieved. The need for informed consent was waived
by the local ethics review board (2016–2275). The reports
were anonymised, and a text search was used to establish
the highest mentioned Gleason score in each report.
Patient reports were then randomly sampled using the
train_test_split function of the scikit-learn Python package
(version 0.20.2), stratifying by the Gleason score, resulting
in an equal distribution of Gleason scores. Each pathology
report was read, and for each patient, a single haematoxylin
and eosin stained glass slide containing the most
aggressive or prevalent part of the tumour was selected for
scanning. Additional reports mentioning only benign
biopsies were selected. Patients who had neoadjuvant or
adjuvant therapy were excluded. The resulting dataset is
further referenced to as the internal dataset.
The selected glass slides were scanned using a
3DHistech Pannoramic Flash II 250 (3DHistech,
Hungary) scanner at 20× magnification (pixel resolution
0·24 µm). Each scan contained one to six unique
biopsies, commonly with two sections per biopsy. After
scanning, trained non-experts assessed all slides and
coarsely outlined each biopsy, assigning each with a
Gleason score or labelling negative on the basis of the
pathology report. A fixed number of slides were randomly
assigned into datasets for testing or tuning, and the
remainder were assigned to the training dataset.
Randomisation was stratified by patient and highest
Gleason grade.
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From the internal test dataset, a subset of 100 biopsies
was selected to be presented to a group of pathologists in
an observer experiment, further referenced to as the
observer dataset. The size of the observer dataset was
decided in consultation with experts (HvB, RV, and
CHvdK). One of the expert pathologists (CHvdK) selected
20 benign cases manually, controlling for a broad range
of tissue patterns, including inflammation and (partial)
atrophy. The remaining 80 biopsies were randomly
selected, stratified for Gleason grade group on the basis
of the reported values of the same pathologist.
The 100 biopsies were made available through an online
viewer, PMA.view (Pathomation, Berchem, Belgium),
and distributed to an external panel. Panel members were
invited to participate in this study at the United States and
Canadian Academy of Pathology 2019 annual meeting in
Washington, DC, USA (March 16–21, 2019). Interested
pathologists were asked to report their current affiliation,
their experience with Gleason grading, and the number
of cases they viewed annually, and were subsequently
asked to invite colleagues in their network who had
experience in Gleason grading. All patho
logists who
graded all 100 biopsies were included. All panel members
had experience with Gleason grading, but with a varying
amount of experience. No time restriction was given,
although we asked that they complete the grading within
6 weeks.
We also evaluated the system on an external, inde
pendent, public dataset of tissue microarrays21 to assess
the robustness of the system to data from a different
centre (Department of Pathology and Molecular
Pathology, University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland).23
One tissue core of a representative tumour area per
patient was taken from an online database, and every
sample that was assigned to the test dataset of Arvaniti
and colleagues21 was used for validation, a total of 245
cores. The complete dataset consisted of 886 tissue cores,
each corresponding to a single patient. The cases were
prepared and stained in an independent lab and scanned
using a different scanner. We had no influence on the
composition of and made no changes to the external
dataset.

Test methods
The data acquisition of the internal dataset resulted in
outlined biopsies with a single label per biopsy. More
detailed annotations were required to train the deeplearning system to segment individual glands. We
preprocessed the biopsies of the training and tuning set
in four steps (appendix p 2). First, tissue was automatically
distinguished from background using a tissue segmen
tation network.24 Second, within tissue areas, a trained
tumour detection system20 was applied to define a rough
outline of the tumour. The outlined tumour regions still
contained large areas of stroma, inflammation, or other
non-epithelial tissue. Third, to refine the tumour masks,
each biopsy was processed by an epithelial tissue

detection system,25 after which tissue that was detected as
non-epithelial tissue was removed from the tumour
mask. Finally, detected tumour tissue was assigned a
label on the basis of the Gleason score retrieved from the
pathology report. A description of the individual systems
is provided in the appendix (p 17).
We first trained a deep-learning system only on
biopsies with a pure Gleason score (3 + 3, 4 + 4, or 5 + 5).26
After training, this initial system was applied to the
internal training dataset to set the reference standard.
By use of the pathologist reports, the output was auto
matically refined by removing clearly incorrect label
assignments, such as cancerous glands in benign
biopsies. Any tissue originating from benign biopsies
detected as malignant was relabelled as hard negative
(ie, a sample of benign tissue that was difficult for the
system to correctly classify) to be oversampled during
training. A connected components algorithm, based on
the ndimage.label function from the Python SciPy
package (version 1.2.1), was applied to ensure that each
gland was assigned to a single class.
The patients included in the internal test dataset were
independent of the patients in the internal training and
tuning datasets. To create a strong reference standard,
we asked three pathologists with a subspecialty in
urological pathology (CHvdK, HvB, and RV) to grade the
biopsies individually through the online viewer, PMA.
view, following the International Society of Urological
Pathology 2014 guidelines.27 Clinical information of the
patients was not available for the experts.
The reference standard for the internal test dataset was
determined in three rounds. In the first round, each
pathologist reviewed the biopsies individually. For
positive biopsies, each pathologist was asked to report:
primary, secondary, and tertiary Gleason grade (if
present), total tumour volume, tumour volumes for the
growth patterns, and the Gleason grade group. In the
second round, each biopsy without consensus was
regraded by the pathologist whose score differed from the
other two. Additional to the pathologist’s initial exami
nation, the Gleason scores of the other pathologists were
appended anonymously. Biopsies without consensus
after round two were discussed in a consensus meeting.
Our deep-learning system consisted of an extended
U-Net28 that was trained on patches extracted from the
internal training dataset. After the aforementioned semiautomatic labelling process, the system was trained on
the complete training dataset, including biopsies with
mixed Gleason growth patterns. The tuning dataset was
used to monitor performance during training and to
prevent overfitting. Training of the system was halted if
no performance increase was measured on the tuning
dataset.
The label quality of the internal training dataset was
determined by labelling the test cases using the same
automated method. We compared the retrieved Gleason
scores of the test dataset with the final consensus score
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2983 records of patients with
malignant disease retrieved

1329 glass slides from patients with
malignant disease randomly
sampled

1844 records of patients with benign
disease retrieved

141 glass slides from patients with
benign disease randomly
sampled

1470 slides from patients with benign or malignant disease included

60 slides excluded
11 were not retrievable
49 duplicate slides*

1410 slides scanned

167 slides excluded
2 non-prostate cancer
96 inconclusive reports†
49 scans invalid or empty‡
12 from individuals who received adjuvant therapy§
8 in which the scanner missed biopsies

1243 annotated slides randomly assigned to datasets (stratified by Gleason grade)

933 slides assigned to
internal training
dataset

100 slides assigned to
internal tuning
dataset

Statistical analysis

210 slides assigned to
internal test
dataset

550 biopsies
distributed
to experts

15 biopsies excluded by experts¶

4712 annoted biopsies
included in the
internal training
dataset

497 annotated
biopsies included
in the internal
tuning dataset

535 biopsies graded
by experts and
included in the
internal test
dataset

100 biopsies graded
by external
pathologists and
included in the
observer dataset

Figure 1: Study profile
*For some patients, glass slides were accidentally scanned twice; duplicates were discarded, resulting in one included
glass slide per patient. †For some cases, the trained non-experts were unable to match the scanned biopsies to the
description from the pathologist report; most commonly, if the report did not explicitly describe the individual
biopsies on the glass slide. ‡Scans were excluded if the scanner failed to scan all or the majority of the tissue. §Some
patients who had adjuvant therapy were erroneously included the automated text search. ¶Slides were excluded if at
least one of the experts determined that the biopsy could not be reliably graded; reasons included biopsy out of focus
or not sharp (n=5), biopsy mechanically damaged (n=1), immunohistochemistry needed (n=3), error in loading file
(n=1), tumour area too small to grade (n=3), serial section needed (n=1),and image quality too low (n=1).

of the experts. The kappa values of this comparison acted
as a measure of label quality.
After training, the deep-learning system was applied to
all biopsies from the test dataset and compared with
the reference standard. Test positivity cutoffs were
4

determined before the analysis of the test dataset using
the tuning dataset. The system determined the grade
group of a biopsy in two steps. In the first step, the whole
biopsy was segmented by assigning Gleason growth
patterns to tumorous glands, and benign glands are
classified as benign. From this segmentation, a
normalised ratio of epithelial tissue could be calculated as
percentages of benign, grade 3, grade 4, or grade 5. Based
on the tuning dataset, we classified a biopsy as malignant
if at least 10% of the epithelial tissue was predicted as
cancer by the system (appendix p 17). In the second step,
the grade group was determined on the basis of the
normalised volume percentages of each growth pattern.
To apply the system to the external dataset and to account
for stain and scanner variations, we applied an
unsupervised normalisation algorithm based on
CycleGANs.29 After normalisation of the external test
images, our deep-learning system, without any modifi
cation, was applied to the normalised test images. The
reference standard for the external test dataset was based
on the Gleason score. To account for this difference in test
metrics, we determined test positive cutoffs on the external
training data (appendix p 18). For the external test dataset,
no consensus score was available for the two pathologists
who graded all cases; instead, we evaluated our method
using both pathologists in turn as the reference standard.
After consultation with experts (HvB, RV, and CHvdK),
550 cases for the test dataset was established as a good
balance between time investment and case diversity.
We defined the main metric as the agreement with the
consensus reference standard, measured using quadratic
Cohen’s kappa. To compare the performance of the system
with the external panel of pathologists, we did multiple
permutation tests. The test statistic was defined as the
difference between the kappa of the deep-learning system
and the median kappa of the pathologists. The analysis of
the receiver operating characteristic curves was done using
the difference in F1 score as test metric. Statistical analysis
was done using Python 3.6 with the NumPy (1.16.3),
pandas (0.25.1), scipy (1.2.1), scikit-learn (0.20.2) and
matplotlib (2.2.4) packages. Further details are provided in
the appendix (p 18).

Role of the funding source
The funder of the study had no role in study design, data
collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of
the report. The corresponding author had full access to
all the data in the study and had final responsibility for
the decision to submit for publication.

Results
After screening of 1329 slides from patients with
malignant disease and 141 slides from patients with
benign disease, 1410 slides were scanned. After exclusion
of 167 slides, the internal dataset consisted of 1243 patients
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and 5759 biopsies. The training dataset consisted of
933 (75%) of 1243 slides (4712 biopsies), the tuning
dataset of 100 (8%) of 1243 slides (497 biopsies), and the
test dataset of 210 (17%) of 1243 slides (550 biopsies;
figure 1). The observer dataset was sampled from the test
dataset and consisted of 100 biopsies from 78 patients.
After the first round of grading of biopsies in the
internal test dataset, 333 (61%) of 550 cases had complete
consensus. The three experts’ inter-rater agreement was
high (quadratic Cohen’s kappa of 0·925). The majority
vote was taken for some slides: 11 (2%) of 550 cases with
an agreement on grade group, but a difference in Gleason
pattern order (eg, 5 + 4 versus 4 + 5); 11 (2%) cases with an
equal grade group, but a disagreement on Gleason score;
and 110 (21%) cases for which two pathologists agreed
and the third had a maximum deviation of one grade
group. Cases with a disagreement on malignancy were
always flagged for a second read. Immunohistochemistry
was used in seven (1%) of 550 cases to determine the
benign or malignant label as it was present in the original
report. 15 (3%) of the 550 cases were excluded by the
experts because they could not be reliably graded
(appendix p 14). In the second round, 63 (11%) of
550 cases were regraded. 27 (5%) of 550 cases of biopsies
without consensus after round two were discussed in a
consensus meeting (appendix p 15). Grade group
distribution and confusion matrices are presented in the
appendix (p 4).
To get an estimate of label noise, the reference standard
was compared with labels generated by the semiautomatic method; the accuracy of the retrieved labels
versus the reference was 0·675 (kappa 0·819) for Gleason
score and 0·720 (kappa 0·853) for grade group.
On the 535 biopsies of the internal test dataset, our
deep-learning system achieved an agreement of 0·918
(quadratic Cohen’s kappa, 95% CI 0·891–0·941) with the
consensus grade group. Most errors by the deep-learning
system are made in distinguishing between grade
group 2 and 3, and grade group 4 and 5 (figure 2, table 1).
In the internal test dataset, the deep-learning system
missed 13 malignant cases, of which all but one were
determined as grade group 1 by the experts (figure 2). In
12 of these cases, the system detected a tumour, but the
predicted volume was below our threshold for malignancy.
Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis on
three clinically relevant cutoffs showed the ability of the
system to group cases in risk categories with high
accuracy (figure 3; table 2). The decision threshold of the
system can be tuned to correctly predict 99% of biopsies
containing tumour with a specificity of 82%.
For the observer study, 13 pathologists and
two pathologists in training from 14 independent labs and
ten countries individually graded all 100 biopsies following
the International Society of Urological Pathology 2014
guidelines. This external panel showed a median interrater agreement of 0·819 (quadratic kappa, 95% CI
0·726–0·869) on Gleason grade group with the consensus
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4
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Figure 2: Confusion matrices on Gleason grade group
Data are shown for the whole internal test dataset (A, B) and the observer dataset (C, D). Agreement between the
system’s predictions and the reference standard is shown in quadratic Cohen’s kappa above each matrix. Absolute
frequency (A, C) and relative frequency (B, D) are shown. For the relative frequency, the number of cases in each
cell is divided by the total cases in each row.

Cases, n (%) Accuracy

Precision

Recall

Specificity

Negative
predictive value

Internal test dataset
Negative

250 (45%)

0∙953

0∙948

0∙952

0∙954

0∙958

75 (14%)

0∙912

0∙700

0∙653

0∙954

0∙944

Grade group 2

52 (9%)

0∙905

0∙511

0∙442

0∙954

0∙941

Grade group 3

55 (10%)

0∙901

0∙524

0∙400

0∙958

0∙933

Grade group 4

35 (6%)

0∙912

0∙333

0∙343

0∙952

0∙954

Grade group 5

68 (12%)

0∙931

0∙670

0∙897

0∙936

0∙984
0∙963

Grade group 1

Observer dataset
Negative

20 (20%)

0∙960

0∙944

0∙850

0∙988

Grade group 1

12 (12%)

0∙850

0∙400

0∙500

0∙898

0∙929

Grade group 2

16 (16%)

0∙800

0∙375

0∙375

0∙881

0∙881

Grade group 3

22 (22%)

0∙790

0∙533

0∙364

0∙910

0∙835

Grade group 4

10 (10%)

0∙860

0∙357

0∙500

0∙900

0∙942

Grade group 5

20 (20%)

0∙840

0∙591

0∙650

0∙887

0∙910

For each grade group, the metrics are calculated individually, using cases from that group as positive and the other cases
as negative samples. The deep-learning system was not optimised for specific Gleason grade groups but was optimised
over the whole range of Gleason grades. Confusion matrices on the deep-learning system’s prediction versus the
reference standard are shown in figure 2.

Table 1: Class-wise classification metrics of the deep-learning system for the internal test and observer
datasets
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Benign versus tumour
Internal test dataset

A

Mean ROC

Observer dataset

B

95% CI

Mean ROC

External test dataset

C

95% CI

Panel member + 95% CI

Panel member + 95% CI

System vs pathologist 1, mean ROC
System vs pathologist 2, mean ROC
95% CI
95% CI
Pathologist 2 vs 1
Pathologist 1 vs 2

1·0

Sensitivity

0·8

1·00

0·6

0·95
0·90

0·4

0·85
0·2
0·80

AUC= 0·990, 95% CI 0·982–0·996 ± 0

0

AUC=0·98 ± 0·01
0

0·1

Pathologist 1 AUC=0·98 ± 0·01
Pathologist 2 AUC=0·99 ± 0

0·2

Benign and grade group 1 versus grade group ≥2

D

Mean ROC

E

95% CI

Mean ROC

F

95% CI

Panel member + 95% CI

Panel member + 95% CI

System vs pathologist 1, mean ROC
System vs pathologist 2, mean ROC
95% CI
95% CI
Pathologist 2 vs 1
Pathologist 1 vs 2

1·0

Sensitivity

0·8

0·6

0·4

0·2

6

0

AUC=0·90 ± 0·03

Pathologist 2 AUC=0·87 ± 0·02

Benign and grade group 1–2 versus grade group ≥3

G

Mean ROC

H

95% CI

Mean ROC

I

95% CI

System vs pathologist 1, mean ROC
System vs pathologist 2, mean ROC
95% CI
95% CI
Pathologist 2 vs 1
Pathologist 1 vs 2

Panel member + 95% CI

Panel member + 95% CI

1·0

0·8

Sensitivity

Figure 3: Bootstrapped ROC
analysis on three clinically
relevant cutoffs
Bootstrapped ROC analysis on
three clinically relevant
cutoffs: tumour versus benign
(A–C), benign and grade group
1 versus grade group 2 or
more (D–F), and low (benign
and grade group 1–2) versus
high grade (grade group 3–5)
cancer (G–I). A, D, and G show
the internal test dataset (535
cases). B, E, and H show the
observer dataset (100 cases);
the values for each panel
member have been added to
the graphs. C, F, and I show the
external test dataset,
comparing the predictions of
the deep-learning system with
the two pathologists that set
the reference standard.
ROC=receiver operator
characteristic. AUC=area under
the curve.
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Number of
cases

Area under the curve
(95% CI)

F1 score

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

Specificity Negative
predictive value

Benign vs malignant

250/285

0∙990 (0∙982–0∙996)

0∙956

0∙953

0∙958

0∙954

0∙952

0∙948

Benign and grade group 1 vs grade group ≥2

325/210

0∙978 (0∙966–0∙988)

0∙915

0∙933

0∙907

0∙924

0∙938

0∙950

Benign and grade group 1–2 vs grade group ≥3

377/158

0∙974 (0∙962–0∙984)

0∙887

0∙931

0∙858

0∙918

0∙936

0∙964

Benign vs malignant

20/80

0∙984 (0∙971–1∙000)

0∙975

0∙960

0∙963

0∙988

0∙850

0∙944

Benign and grade group 1 vs grade group ≥2

32/68

0∙904 (0∙831–0∙964)

0∙904

0∙870

0∙910

0∙897

0∙812

0∙788

Benign and grade group 1–2 vs grade group ≥3

48/52

0∙899 (0∙833–0∙956)

0∙854

0∙850

0∙863

0∙846

0∙854

0∙837

Benign vs malignant

12/233

0∙980 (0∙967–0∙997)

0∙983

0∙967

0∙991

0∙974

0∙833

0∙625

Benign and grade group 1 vs grade group ≥2

91/154

0∙878 (0∙834–0∙920)

0∙851

0∙792

0∙772

0∙948

0∙527

0∙857

119/126

0∙892 (0∙851–0∙930)

0∙844

0∙824

0∙779

0∙921

0∙723

0∙896

Benign vs malignant

10/235

0∙988 (0∙984–1∙000)

0∙987

0∙976

1∙000

0∙974

1∙000

0∙625

Benign and grade group 1 vs grade group ≥2

40/205

0∙869 (0∙821–0∙916)

0∙898

0∙837

0∙937

0∙863

0∙700

0∙500

Benign and grade group 1–2 vs grade group ≥3

69/176

0∙855 (0∙806–0∙903)

0∙825

0∙767

0∙899

0∙761

0∙783

0∙562

Internal test set

Observer set

External test set (pathologist 1 as reference standard)

Benign and grade group 1–2 vs grade group ≥3
External test set (pathologist 2 as reference standard)

For this analysis, the threshold of the deep-learning system was not optimised for the different decision cutoffs.

Table 2: Classification performance metrics for the three datasets using the default decision threshold of the deep-learning system

(appendix p 5). The system achieved a kappa value of
0·854 (quadratic kappa, 0·777–0·914) on the cases of the
observer dataset, scoring higher than the median value of
the panel and outperforming 10 of the 15 panel members
(appendix p 5). The perfor
mance of the deep-learning
system was better than that of pathologists with less than
15 years of experience (two-sided permutation test,
p=0·036) and scores not significantly different than
pathologists with more than 15 years of experience (twosided permutation test, p=0·96; appendix p 5). To exclude
bias towards the experts in our results, we computed the
inter-rater agreement between all panel members
independently of the reference standard. We then
computed the agreement of the system with all members
of the panel (appendix p 7). Sorted by the median kappa
value, the deep-learning system had the third highest
inter-rater agreement score (appendix p 7).
The deep-learning system scores better than three
pathologists of the panel but lower than most on accuracy
(appendix p 6). The lower accuracy is mostly caused by
one-off errors between grade groups 2 versus 3 and 4
versus 5 (figure 2). A two-sided permutation test on the
difference between system accuracy and the median of
the panel showed no significant difference (p=0·15). See
the appendix (p 10) for example cases.
After receiver operating characteristic analysis of the
observer dataset, a two-sided permutation test on the
median F1 score showed no difference between the deeplearning system and the panel for both malignant versus
benign (p=0·70), grade group 2 as a cutoff (p=0·84), and
grade group 3 as a cutoff (p=0·65; figure 3; table 2).
The external test dataset contained 245 cores that were
independently graded by two pathologists (inter-rater

agreement quadratic Cohen’s kappa 0·71). Concerning the
two pathologists, the system obtained a 0·723 and 0·707
quadratic kappa on Gleason score. A receiver operating
characteristic analysis for relevant decision thresholds was
also done for the external test set (figure 3; table 2). Overall,
the deep learning system performed comparably to the
two pathologists who set the reference standard.

Discussion
We have developed a fully automated method to grade
prostate biopsies and have shown that this method can
achieve a performance similar to pathologists on both
the internal and external test datasets. The performance
of the deep-learning system could only reliably be
assessed by use of an expert reference standard. We
asked three expert urological pathologists to grade the
complete test dataset, which resulted in a minimum of
three independent reads for every case. The deeplearning system achieved a high agreement (quadratic
kappa of 0·918) with the reference standard. We also
compared the system with a panel of independent
pathologists and pathologists in training. In this observer
dataset, the deep-learning system outperformed ten of
15 panel members. On the external test dataset, the
system showed it could generalise to external and unseen
data. The system scored comparably to the results
attained by Arvaniti and colleagues21 (quadratic kappa,
0·723 and 0·707 vs 0·71 and 0·75) and within interobserver variability of the pathologists who set the
reference standard (kappa 0·71), although our system
was not trained on data from that set.
The training data was labelled in a semi-supervised
way, saving resources that would otherwise have been
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spent in manually labelling slides. Moreover, it is often
practically unfeasible to precisely annotate the vast
amounts of data required for deep learning, even though
unannotated or sparsely annotated data is often readily
available in pathology archives. One limitation of this
method is that it can introduce label noise in the training
dataset. However, the ability of deep-learning systems to
handle substantial amounts of label noise is well known.30
The black-box characteristic of deep learning is often
mentioned as a drawback of such systems, especially for
medical decision making. We addressed this drawback
by having our system show predictions at multiple
abstraction levels, instead of using an additional learned
model on top of the deep-learning system. The precise
gland-level segmentations of the developed system made
it possible to use a simple ruleset on grade volume
percentages to obtain the biopsy-level grade, similar to
the one described in the Gleason grading system. This
approach allows pathologists to assess whether the
epithelium was correctly classified, whether the system
missed certain glands, and the grades assigned to
individual or groups of glands. As such, our system
provides a higher level of interpretability compared with
competing approaches.10
Given the high prevalence of prostate cancer, reducing
workload for pathologists is of clinical value. In the test
dataset, our deep-learning system achieved an AUC of
0·990 on determining the malignancy of a biopsy, on the
observer set an AUC of 0·984. Furthermore, the system
can be tuned to achieve a sensitivity of 99%. As such, our
system could be implemented as a prescreening triage
tool within pathology labs, giving priority to high-grade
biopsies and filtering out low-risk benign biopsies.
More work is needed to increase the discrimination
power of the system between Gleason grade groups 2
and 3 and groups 4 and 5. The boundaries between
group 2 and 3 are defined by the relative volume
percentages of the Gleason growth patterns, which
makes an accurate estimate of those volumes essential
for correct classification. Group 4 versus 5 is complicated
by a wide range of Gleason scores that fall under these
two groups (3 + 5, 5 + 3, 4 + 4, 4 + 5, 5 + 4, and 5 + 5).
Discrepancies can also be related to the way the system
and pathologists differ in estimating the relative volume
of growth patterns. The system counts the exact area of
the individual glands, whereas a pathologist assesses the
volume more qualitatively.
Our results extend previous work on prostate cancer
detection19,20 and automated Gleason grading.10,21,22 We
extend on these works by focusing on automated Gleason
grading for prostate biopsies, the strongest histological
correlating predictor of recurrence for patients with
prostate cancer, of which the grading system differs from
prostatectomies. Furthermore, by including both benign
biopsies and biopsies from the full spectrum of Gleason
grades, we created a system that is usable as a
prescreening tool and as a second reader.

Grading of the biopsies, both by the experts and the
external panel, was done through digital viewing of the
slides. For the external panel, not all members had
previous experience with digital viewing or with the
digital viewer used in this study. Owing to this
inexperience, we cannot know whether it affected their
grading. Nonetheless, research has shown that digital
viewing is non-inferior to microscopy.31
Before our system can be used in clinical practice,
some limitations must be addressed. First, the data that
were used to develop the deep-learning system originated
from a single centre. Although the performance on the
external test dataset is within the range of inter-observer
variability, including data from multiple centres, with
different staining protocols and whole slide scanners,
could further increase the robustness of the system.
Second, we focused on the grading of acinar adeno
carcinoma in prostate biopsies, although other tumour
types and foreign tissue can be present in prostate
biopsies (eg, colon glands, which should be identified
and excluded for grading). Additionally, other prognostic
information could be present in the biopsies that we did
not extract (eg, the detection of intraductal carcinoma).32
Finally, in this study, each biopsy is treated inde
pendently, both by the pathologists and by the deeplearning system. In clinical practice, multiple biopsies
are sampled from different regions of the prostate. An
update to the deep-learning system could take multiple
biopsies into account and give a grade group prediction
at the patient level.
The developed system will be made available for
scientific and non-commercial use, through the
Radboudumc Computational Pathology Group website.
Furthermore, through a grand challenge on Gleason
grading, we will publish a part of our data for others to
use in developing new methods for automated Gleason
grading.
Our automated deep-learning system achieved a
performance similar to pathologists in terms of Gleason
grading. With further evaluation, the system could assist
pathologists by screening biopsies, providing second
opinions on grade group, and presenting quantitative
measurements of volume percentages.
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